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Batman: Dark Knight Dynasty is a graphic novel published by DC Comics under the Elseworlds banner in It is written by
Mike W. Barr and illustrated by Scott Hampton, Gary Frank with Cam Smith, and Scott McDaniel with Bill Sienkiewicz.

The quality is quite high to begin with but unfortunately gets worse as the book goes on. Dark Past is the best
story. Set in 13th century England, Knight Templar and ancestor of Bruce Wayne, Joshua of Wainwright, is
lured to a cursed castle by the ghost of his dead or is she? Shit goes down and directionless Bruce is thrown
into the role of masked avenging vigilante! The story is very silly but likeable for being so. Suddenly Bruce
decides to come up with a Bat-costume and somehow instantly knows how to be Batman?! And then the finale
- no, it definitely needed more pages to fully flesh-out. Kudos to Barr for his imaginative, ambitious story but
it hangs together poorly. Ape Robin was kinda cool, I suppose. And Vandal Savage as his normal, twisted self.
Jun 25, Rick Hunter rated it liked it Recommends it for: There are 3 different artists whose work is included
inside and an additional one on the cover. The one one on the cover, Brom, is from right down the road from
where I grew up. There Have been some good painted covers through the years, but most of those were
painted by Alex Ross. Story 2 drawn by Gary Frank had the best art of the book. It is definitely not up to par
with the great artists of the past 20 years. All 3 of the stories were written by Mike W. Seeing Savage in the
comic was by far the coolest thing about the book. The story would not have worked at all without him. This
was good for an Elseworlds story, but unless you are an absolute die hard Batman fanatic, there is no need to
read this.
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This comic issue, event, or limited series takes place in its own separate continuity as an Elseworlds story; although it
may exist within a larger Elseworlds continuity as part of its series.

Initially little more than a cipher whose death inspired her heroic son, later comics would expand upon her
history. Despite her Irish-Catholic background, in her youth, Martha had a reputation as a notorious party girl,
socialite, and debutante , frequenting all the most prestigious country clubs, night clubs, and soirees. As
revealed in the miniseries Batman: Both were renowned for their beauty, which caught the attention of a
gangster named Denholm. Martha dated Denholm for a time prior to meeting Thomas Wayne, though she was
unaware of his true nature at the time. Celia, who had had previous dealings with Denholm, became very
protective of her friend and conspired to get this thug out of her life. She attempted to hide the evidence of this
by setting fire to the building but Martha discovered her duplicity. Celia would return to Gotham many years
later as "Athena", the leader of a criminal cartel. They were wed soon after and Martha eventually gave birth
to their son Bruce Wayne. In the ensuing struggle, the thief shot both the Waynes dead Later versions of the
story claimed that only Thomas was shot; Martha died instead from the "shock" of his murder due to her
having a weak heart. This retcon was ultimately undone, with Martha again being gunned down with Thomas.
In the wake of this tragedy, Park Row was given the nickname " Crime Alley ". Initially, he was said to be the
criminal Joe Chill. Later retellings would claim that Chill had been hired by gangster Lew Moxon , an enemy
of Thomas Wayne, and told to make the killings look like a robbery. After the further continuity tweaks of the
Infinite Crisis miniseries, DC has once again returned to the Joe Chill interpretation. Since her death, Martha
Wayne has only appeared in the Batman series in flashback and in the occasional out-of-body experience or
hallucination. Her most significant appearance in this latter category is in the miniseries Batman: Death and
the Maidens by Greg Rucka. As she and Thomas depart, they assure Bruce that just because the passing of
time has lessened his grief does not mean that he no longer cares for them, and, as a result, Bruce is able to
accept that he is Batman because he chooses to be, not because he has to be. Had she not worn it, the mugger
might have not killed them, or even have been attracted to them. As this experience may have been merely a
hallucination, it is unknown whether or not this is true. Many years later, the detective hired by the Kanes
presents to Commissioner Gordon a dossier describing Martha as a helpless, frail woman hooked on drugs by
an abusive husband, who frequently indulged in orgies and extramarital affairs, taking Alfred Pennyworth as
her lover. The detective pushes his theory further, disclosing to Gordon a theory about Thomas Wayne
ordering the fateful shooting to get revenge over an unfaithful wife and disappearing before being hit by the
scandal. Alfred disproves this version and questions the truth of the "revelations" about Thomas Wayne. In
Whatever Happened to the Caped Crusader , Martha appears to her son between life and death and guides him
to his fate. Aside from being a well-regarded surgeon, Thomas was also an infamous playboy and party
animal. Enraged, Pierce arranged to have Martha and Leslie assassinated. Martha met Thomas Wayne a
second time after he had Alfred chauffeur him to the clinic so he could apologize again. Alfred was able to
subdue the assailants, but not before Leslie suffered a minor gunshot wound. While Leslie recovered from her
injury, Thomas volunteered to work in the clinic alongside Martha. By the time Leslie returned to work,
Thomas became an official sponsor of the clinic and used his vast resources to keep it running. Thomas also
distanced himself from his hedonistic past, citing Martha as his inspiration to change. It is revealed that while
Bruce was three years-old, Martha was pregnant with a second child named Thomas Wayne Jr. Due to an
accident orchestrated by the Court of Owls , the child was born prematurely and supposedly sent to
Willowwood Asylum in order to heal. After the murder of Thomas and Martha, the asylum ceased to receive
proper funding and the staff started to abuse the children in their care. At some point in time, the Court of
Owls offers a child that is possibly Thomas Jr. Other versions[ edit ] Superman: Red Son , Martha and her
husband are anti-communist protesters in the Soviet Union. Dark Knight Dynasty[ edit ] In Batman: After
Bruce Wayne is shot and killed by Joe Chill, Martha is unable to cope with her loss so she cuts open her
cheeks to create a faux smile. As Batman has recently met Barry Allen , Martha learns that there is a way to
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rewrite history where Bruce will live although they will die. Realizing that her son will be Batman in that
timeline, Martha flees in horror, falling to her death in the caverns below Wayne Manor. They were murdered
by Elijah Snow. Cobblepot had planned to have a corrupt cop, Jacob Weaver, murder Thomas, but a mugger
got to her family first and killed both her and her husband, leaving Bruce orphaned. Thomas and Martha
Wayne in Batman: Holy Terror Martha works with Thomas and other medical professionals in an underground
clinic treating victims of the religious theocracy that rules most of the planet. In one example she makes note
of a man that had been tortured to try to change his homosexuality. In the revised Earth 3 alternate universe of
"The New 52", all characters from the mainstream universe have corresponding counterparts albeit these
counterparts are either a darker or outright evil version of the character. This murder was also witnessed by
Selina Kyle. Martha Wayne is referenced in The Batman cartoon series. Martha is murdered with Thomas
Wayne after watching the film The Cloaked Rider with her son but the gunman is never caught. In the episode
"Artifacts" set in the distant future , Archaeologists mistakenly believe Martha to have been Batwoman while
her husband was Batman and their son was the Red Robin. Martha Wayne appears in Batman: The character
has a more central role in the episode " Chill of the Night! Batman hugs Martha dressed in a butterfly-like
costume. Martha Wayne appears in Beware the Batman. In the episode "Monsters", Martha appears in a
flashback sequence where she and her husband are shot and killed in front of Bruce Wayne. In this version,
Martha and her husband Thomas Wayne are murdered in Crime Alley by an unidentified murderer. The
murder is only occasionally alluded via nightmares. They enter the tunnel, which is revealed to be the barrel of
a giant gun, dripping blood. Batman screams as the world is bleached white and a loud shot is heard. In the
episode "Two-Face", Batman fails to save the titular villain in a nightmare while his parents also look on. The
series also makes use of the rose motif that the films Batman and Batman Forever associate with the murder.
3: The Dark Knight Dynasty | Batman Fanon Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
BATMAN: DARK KNIGHT DYNASTY presents a story that uses the Batman mythos as a foundation but includes
dynamic interpretations and plot twists to create a truly unique experience. This century-spanning epic introduces the
reader to three different Dark Knights from the 14 century to the year

4: Batman: Dark Knight Dynasty | DC Database | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Batman: Dark Knight Dynasty is a great read for any Batman fan looking for something different. This is an Elseworlds
tale, meaning that its events have absolutely no effect/impact on mainstream continuity.

5: Slings & Arrows
For a Mike Barr Batman book, Dark Knight Dynasty surprisingly isn't bad! It's an Elseworlds story (non-canon, What
If?-type tales) split into three parts: Dark Past/Present/Future.

6: Batman: Dark Knight Dynasty by Mike W. Barr
BATMAN: DARK KNIGHT DYNASTY presents a story that uses the Batman mythos as a foundation but includes
dynamic interpretations and plot twists to create a truly unique experience. This century.

7: Batmobiles - Batman: Dark Knight Dynasty
Find great deals on eBay for dark knight dynasty. Shop with confidence.

8: ComicAlly: Batman: Dark Knight Dynasty Review (Mike Barr, Scott Hampton)
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The Dark Knight Dynasty is an upcoming American television superhero series created and developed by John Albright.
Based on the DC Comics character Batman, the series takes place in a futuristic Gotham City where crime is rampant
and the pinnacle of technological prowess has slowly propagated.

9: Brenna Wayne (Dark Knight Dynasty) | DC Database | FANDOM powered by Wikia
History of character is unknown. Batman: Dark Knight Dynasty. This character exists within an Elseworlds continuity,
and as such is not a part of the mainstream DC Universe; they may also exist within the 52 Multiverse.
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